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By Rex M. Lee
What Are We Legally Bound To When We Click On “I Agree”?
For the Money Masters’ series Connected Products- “Do We Know What We Are Paying For?” we
will take a close look at the legal process that support connected products such as smartphones,
TVs, PCs, tablets, vehicles, home assistants, wearable tech, toys, and other connected products
and services.
The first question that should be asked is: “Why are we clicking “I Agree” accepting legal
agreements without reading the fine print?”
I have to admit that I used to do it practically every time I purchased a connected product and/or
set up an internet account. I did it because I was eager to participate and I trusted my service
providers.
After all who has time to read the legal stuff? I would find out the hard way how wrong it was to
possess blind trust in regards to my service providers and for accepting a legal agreement without
reading the fine print.
One day after locating intrusive android (Google) application legalese hidden in the android OS of
my Samsung Galaxy Note smartphone, I decided to read the published terms of use associated
with my T-Mobile subscriber account.
What I found was very troubling in terms of installed (“preinstalled/install-by-update”) android
application permission statements and installed application product warnings.
Mind you installed android technology cannot be neither uninstalled, disabled, nor controlled by the
T-Mobile telecommunications subscriber nor the authorized device user (spouse, childe, employee,
etc.).
While researching the installed Samsung keyboard app on my Galaxy Note, I came across an
application permission statement that enabled the installed app developer to access and use my
camera without my consent. Below is the actual android application permission statement:
Figure 1- Actual Photo of an Installed android Camera Application Permission Statement
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Figure 1.1- Installed Hardware android App Mission Statements

I was shocked that the Google legalese that supported the application permissions would allow the
installed Galaxy Note android OS app developers (over 15 in in all) to basically use my camera to
take pictures, record audio, and record video at will.
These intrusive installed app permissions were tied to many pre-installed apps that I could not
uninstall, control, nor disable.
I started tapping on what are called master app permissions associated with all of the installed
Galaxy Note apps and up popped more intrusive legalese enabling third-parties to identify me, send
my ID & contact info to others, read my text messages, collect location data, collect my contacts,
read email attachments, plus collect other highly confidential personal and professional information.
Figure 2- Hidden Installed android Application Permission Statements:
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What was even more surprising to me was the fact that many of the application permission
statements carried application nontransparent product warnings which were not found in published
terms of use (T&Cs, privacy policies, EULAs).
Figure 3- Hidden android Application Permission Statement with Product Warning to Censor
Speech

After reading all of the installed app permissions (over 60 in all) associated with the keyboard app,
I asked myself: “Did I really give permission to allow third-parties to monitor, track, and data mine
me via my smartphone?”
I felt that I must have agreed to it since I did not read the fine print when I clicked on “I agree”. I felt
surely that the installed app permissions would be located in my T-Mobile product and services
terms of use.
At this point I felt as if I should go back and read my terms of use to see if I did in fact agree to
enable third-parties to gain access to my camera and use it without my consent plus collect and
use highly confidential personal and professional information acquired from the use of my
smartphone.
I was 100% confident that I would find the installed app permissions in my T-Mobile product and
services terms of use. However, I was wrong.
Prior to migrating from a secure cellular phone to a smartphone, I remembered that my cell phone
contract was approximately 2 pages and only bound me to my telecom and/or cellular phone
provider.
I remembered that I only shared my telecommunications related personal and professional
information with my cellular phone provider.
For legal purposes, I knew that anyone who wanted access to my telecom related personal and
professional information had to ask me if they could review my telephone records.
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I also knew that if a state actor wanted surveil my phone and computing telecom related activities
plus acquire my telephone records they would need a warrant issued by a judge within accordance
to the law and/or the foreign intelligence surveillance act (“FISA”).
However, I was interoperating that installed app permissions were legally enabling numerous thirdparties such as the android operating system (“OS”) developer Google and installed app developers
(T-Mobile, Google, Samsung, & Others) to lawfully monitor, track, and data mine all of my personal
and professional surveillance and sensitive user data.
Surveillance data is produced when a connected product user takes a GPS, Wi-Fi, Nearfield
Communication (“NFC”), and Bluetooth enabled connected product with them on their daily
activities. In other words a smartphone could be viewed as a tool that enables third-parties to surveil
the product user.
By the way, did I mention that the connected product includes the ability to take photos plus also
includes audio & video recording capabilities?
Users would be surprised at the creative and multiple ways they can be monitored, tracked, and
data mined via connected products and services.
Users would be surprised to know that they are being tracked to specific places at the specific time
they arrive and depart from a location such as their doctor’s office, a restaurant & bar, their lawyer’s
office, their business appointments, and/or a friend’s house.
Figure 4- Example of Surveillance Application Permission Statements:

Sensitive user data is a bit more complex but is comprised mainly of data that is produced by the
user of a connected product such as a smartphone which is really a powerful handheld computer.
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Sensitive user data includes information such as personal profile (“ID” & contact info), text
messages, email, email attachments, calendar events, contact address book, key logging data
(touch screen activity recording), call & messaging logs, and other highly confidential personal and
professional information produced by the use of a connected product.
Surveillance and sensitive user data is pure gold to advertisers and other entities who can profit off
of the highly confidential personal and professional information.
The fact that the installed apps enabled numerous third-parties the ability to monitor, track, and data
mine me via my app driven telephone and mobile computer (smartphone) surprised and shocked
me.
I was shocked due to the fact that my smartphone is supported by protected (due process/4th
amendment) telecom infrastructure (wire-line/wireless) governed by the FCC. Which I thought
protected my confidential telecom related personal and professional information.
Furthermore, I thought that since my smartphone is really an app driven telephone and computer I
would have to be legally asked to opt in or out of any intrusive and exploitive surveillance and data
mining business model.
Well after reviewing the terms of use that supported my Samsung Galaxy Note I was wrong on all
accounts. I had in fact agreed to enable numerous third-parties from around the globe to monitor,
track, and data mine all of my telecom and computer related activities associated with the use of
my smartphone.
I asked myself, “How did I allow this to happen?”
It happened because I clicked away my privacy when I clicked on “I agree” without reading the fine
print. In addition, since I was the telecom subscriber; I clicked away my wife and children’s privacy
as well due to the fact that I had purchased Samsung smartphones for them as well.
I found out that authorized device users such as my wife, children, or even employees of a company
are legally bound to the all agreements the telecom subscriber (account holder) agrees to when a
smartphone is purchased, activated, and the click wrap agreement is accepted.
In reviewing my T-Mobile terms of use I found out that the terms of use which supported my
smartphone included the telecom provider (T-Mobile) , operating system (“OS”) developer (Google),
manufacturer (“OEM”- Samsung), installed app developers (e.g. Facebook, BAIDU, etc.), and cloud
service providers (T-Mobile, Samsung, Google, etc.):




Terms and Conditions (“T&Cs”)
o The telecom subscriber is legally bound to each company’s T&Cs
o There were over 15 companies for all products and services concerned
Privacy Policies
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o The telecom subscriber is legally bound to each company’s privacy policy
o There were over 15 companies responsible for all products and services concerned
End User Licensing Agreements (“EULAs”) Associated with the Installed OS, Apps, &
Content
o My device contained over 275 installed apps alone
o Each app is supported by an EULA (1 to more than 12 pages of legalese)
Installed Application Permission Statements*
o My device contained over 100 intrusive and exploitive installed app permissions
Installed Application Product Warnings*
o Many of the installed app permissions contained app product warnings
Installed Interactive Application Permission Command Strings*
o My device contained over 50 interactive app permissions allowing two or more
companies to collect and use all information the app was data mining

*Note that installed app permissions, app product warnings, and interactive app permissions cannot be found in published
T&Cs, privacy policies, nor EULAs. The app legalese is hidden in the OS of the actual device within settings and/or within
an app manager pending the OS of the device.
Question- “How come the FTC allows companies to hide legalese and product warnings from paying customers and product
users that include children under the age of 18?” We will find out in future articles.

Remember when I told you that my old cellular phone contract was only two pages long and my
subscriber agreement bound me only to my cellular phone provider? Well I found out that when I
clicked on “I Agree” to accept my T-Mobile subscriber agreement, I was forming a business
relationship with numerous multinational entities that included over 15 entities.
In addition, I was accepting well over 1,000 pages of complicated and exploitive legalese written by
over 15 multinational entities including a company from China (BAIDU).
Figure 5- Android BAIDU & Facebook Interactive App Permissions Found in My Samsung Galaxy
Note:
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Collectively, Google, Samsung, T-Mobile, and their partners (installed app & content developers)
were responsible for the telecom and cloud services, the manufacturing of the hardware, plus the
development of the OS, installed apps, and installed content.
Basically it took me nearly four months to research, read, and analyze my cellular phone contract.
Furthermore, it also took me nearly four months to fully understand how my smartphone worked
and why all parties’ concerned needed to monitor, track, and data mine my telecom and mobile
computing activities associated with the use of my smartphone.
I found out that I was participating in a highly exploitive surveillance and data acquisition (“data
mining”) business model employed by Google, Samsung, T-Mobile, and their partners (installed
app & content developers).
I found out that my wife, my children, and I were not valued as customers. We had in fact become
uncompensated information producers who were being exploited by the very companies I was
patronizing with my trust, loyalty, and hard earned money.
In doing more research and vetting my findings I found out that all parties concerned needed the
ability to use surveillance data (location, motion, etc.) and sensitive user data (personal and
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professional information) for predictive technology and AI to better our product experience or at
least this is what Eric Schmidt, Executive Chairman Alphabet (Google) explains:
“With your “Permission” you give us more information about you, your friends, and we can
improve the quality of our searches. We don't need you to type at all. We know where you
are. We know where you've been. We can more or less guess what you're thinking about.”
However, I felt the “connected product business model” was a total invasion of privacy and that the
methods used to acquire my highly confidential surveillance and sensitive user data could be
described as unfair business and deceptive trade practices due to the fact that installed app
permissions are not published in my product terms of use.
Before accusing Google, Samsung, T-Mobile and their partners of wrong doing, I decided to vet my
findings by simply sending my documentation, concerns, and questions to all parties concerned.
To date all parties concerned have not fully addressed my findings, questions, or concerns.
I also sent my findings, documentation, concerns, and questions to the FCC, FTC, and various state
AGs to review to see if the surveillance and data acquisition business practices employed by all
parties concerned is legal. Hopefully we will find out.
Per my article last month, I had sent a list of questions and concerns to the FTC. Since then I also
sent the same set of questions to the Texas AG’s (Ken Paxton) office.
The FTC has since replied and answered some of the questions and addressed some of the
concerns.
To find out more, you must tune in next month to see the answers which will surprise you to say the
least. Hopefully the Texas AG’s office will also address the questions and concerns by the October
article.
Inclosing, please review all terms of use before clicking on “I Agree” without reading the fine print.
Regards- Cyber Rex

Contact Rex M. Lee at
www.MySmartPrivacy.com

RLee@MySmartPrivacy.com
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